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Stellar fux (Teff, log(g), [Fe/H], [X/Fe], …)

Photometric Stellar Parameters

Filter throughput

Sensitivity of magnitudes to stellar properties depends on the width of flter, and wavelength region. 

By combining magnitudes {m
i
} from a few flters {T

i
} it is possible to recover a number of stellar properties.

The choice of different flters determines which stellar properties we can best recover.  

This has been done for decades … 

 ↔ 



Most photometric surveys have general purpose broad-band flters (Sloan, Gaia, PanSTARRS, 2MASS). To
frst order, broad-band photometry is sensitive to Teff.

Intermediate band, uv/optical photometry has good sensitivity to metallicity and surface gravity (e.g.,
Strömgren, DDO, Geneva). Only one all-sky surveys exists in intermediate band: the Geneva-Copenhagen
survey (a yardstick for Galactic astronomy; Nordstrom et al. 2004; Casagrande et al. 2011) but it is limited
to bright magnitudes. For the Southern sky now there is the SkyMapper survey (Wolf et al. 2018).  

Narrow band photometry: used for targeted purposes (e.g., PRISTINE survey Starkenburg et al. 2017) but not
for large surveys until JAST80 came along. J-PLUS is a terrifc example of what narrow band photometry can
do (e.g., Cenarro et al. 2019; Whitten et al. 2019; Bonatto et al. 2019). 

Choose your width

Existing broad-band photometric surveys + Gaia distances now enable to strongly constrain
stellar effective temperatures and surface gravities. Knowing these quantities opens up the
possibility of deriving stellar chemistry from narrow band photometry. A photometric survey
to measure stellar chemistry has a few edges against spectroscopic surveys. 



Choose your survey

The value of spectroscopic surveys is unquestionable (exquisite data: chemistry, RV, not much affected
by reddening … ). But there are a few caveats:

Limited to ~ 100stars/deg2 with current multi-object spectrograph
Typical V<14
Pre-selection of targets (selection effects/functions). If an object turns out to be interesting but it
didn’t make the input catalog, it is lost
Limited magnitude range (objects too bright or too faint require vastly different exposure times.
Object too bright are too sparse for good use of fbers).

To put this in context, there are some ~160 million stars in Gaia with V<17, but only ~8 million stars
have been observed by existing spectroscopic surveys. 

A photometric survey on the contrary:
Limited by pixel scale (but typically at least one order of mag more stars per deg2 than spectroscopy)
No pre-selection of targets
Short and long exposures allow to cover a wide magnitude range.



Choose your elements

This plot is the textbook example of Galactic
chemical evolution (e.g., Matteucci 2021,
A&ARv):

 α from type II SNæ, whereas the bulk of
Fe from type Ia SNæ. 
plateau and knee tell us about IMF and
SFR  
 α elements are also a proxy for stellar
ages.
It is possible to chemically dissect
different Galactic components.

Star formation rate

Initial Mass Function

Thin disc

Thick disc

Halo

Accreted stars

Nandakumar+ (2021; 
GALAH DR3 + APOGEE DR16)

Arguably, metallicities and alpha elements are the main chemical diagnostics to study stellar populations



Choose your flters
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Red:  symbol size ∝ sensitivity to [Fe/H].
Blue: symbol size ∝ sensitivity to [α/Fe].

Main-sequence stars Red giant branch stars

A* ~ F450N
B  ~ J0430
C  ~ J0395

* possible also: A → J0410



Choose your flters
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Main sequence stars Red giant stars

A: 450 ± 5 nm
B: 430 ± 5 nm
C: 394 ± 5 nm

Edmund optics:
A: #65-201, B: #65-198, C:#65-192.
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An ongoing ESA project PHOTO2CHEM – proof of concept for Gaia,
PLATO (also TESS) and GaiaNIR missions.

Pilot observatons with the 60-cm f/3.3 telescope at Crni Vrh
observatory, Slovenia (MPC observatory code 106) and with the 70-cm
f/8 telescope at the observatory of the Univ. of Ljubljana, Slovenia.

Using APOGEE and GALAH stars as benchmarks.

Pilot project



Pilot project

Deriving [Fe/H] and [Ca/Fe] from 
narrow band photometric indices 
for giant stars from APOGEE. 

Points are medians of iron abundance
intervals (left panel) and [Ca/Fe] 
intervals (right panel). 

Stars with low values of [Fe/H] or 
[Ca/Fe] are rare in our sample, so 
results for them are uncertain.



Choose your feld
Likely PLATO North Long Duration Field

Ancillary science: 
• TESS Continuing

Viewing Zone
• Kepler feld

In the North Long Duration feld, PLATO will: 

Measure solar like-oscillations for some 100,000 stars with V<15 (Miglio et al. 2017)
Observe ~20,000 F-K dwarf and subgiants with V<11 for planet hunting (Nascimbeni et al. 2021)
Overlap with part of the TESS and Kepler felds

Stellar metallicities and alpha will greatly support asteroseismic ages and distances (age and chemical
dissection of Galactic stellar populations), and exoplanet statistic. 

Observe 6 Open Clusters and 4 Globular Clusters (M13, M56, M92, NGC6229)
UV photometry sensitive to rotation rates of turn-off stars in OCs. Multiple populations in GCs (flters TBD). 

Nascimbeni+ arXiv:2110.13924

(Final position not to change more than few deg than this)



JAST80 can be used to derive [Fe/H] and [α/Fe] for all asteroseismic detectons in
the Long Duraton North PLATO feld.

ABC flters have a narrower FWHM and a beter sensitvity compared to GAIA Bp
spectrophotometry.

Reference stars will be those with chemistry measured by spectroscopic surveys,
i.e. APOGEE,  LAMOST and GAIA (for bright stars).  

Goal: S/N>100 for G=16 solar metallicity stellar template. A cycle of long and short
exposures of ABC flters requires ~30 min observaton.

PLATO feld has an area of 2250 square degrees, so it requires 1200 pointngs or
600 hours.

Allowing for partal overlaps (statstcal control of variability) and weather this
sums to a total tme of 800 hours.

Observing strategy



Narrow-band imaging in a new situation: GAIA now measures temperature and
luminosity (but not chemistry).

A huge potential for chemistry from narrow-band imaging: 

GAIA: 160M stars with G<17: for most [Fe/H] and [α/Fe] remain unknown. 

PLATO: chemistry for all asteroseismic targets with detected solar like
oscillations. Improved legacy value of PLATO data. 

Gaia NIR: no spectroscopy on-board, so chemistry can be done only via narrow-
band imaging. 

Using existing filters: F450N, J0430, J0395. 

Ongoing pilot survey TBD in 6 months and used as input for the JAST80 proposal
which will gain from its large FoV and better observing conditions.

Summary
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